Revised Highway Standard & Guide Sheets Issued

Revised Highway Standard Sheets Issued
The following Highway Standard Sheets have been revised or added to the Department's Highway Design Guide Sheets and are now available online at Highway Standard Drawings web page:

HW-913_01 CHAIN LINK FENCE
Eliminated this drawing from the Highway Standard Sheets and replaced with;
1. HW-913_01a CHAIN LINK FENCE HARDWARE
2. HW-913_02 CHAIN LINK FENCE GATES

Note: These drawings reflect the Standard Specification Committee’s efforts in revising SECTION 9.13 CHAIN LINK FENCE and SECTION M.10 to reflect updates to the materials and current installation practices.

Revised Highway Standard Sheets Issued

DGS-04 TYPE “C”,“C-L” AND ROUND PRECAST CONCRETE CATCH BASIN
- Updated manhole opening to 36” Dia. in plan view of the “TOP SLAB TO CONVERT CATCH BASIN TO MANHOLE” drawing

CONCRETE SIDEWALK RAMPS SHEET 1
- ERATAS; Changed the Max. Slope of the Landing from 5% to 2% on all drawings on the sheet. Revised sheet information to include the word “Concrete” in the drawing title.